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Abstract—As modern GPU workloads grow in size and complexity, there is an ever-increasing demand for GPU computational power. Emerging workloads contain hundreds or thousands of GPU kernel launches, which incur high overheads, and exhibit data-dependent behavior between kernels, which requires synchronization, leading to GPU under-utilization. Task-based execution models have been proposed to solve these issues, but they require significant programmer effort to port applications to proprietary task-based programming models in order to specify tasks and task dependencies. To address this need, we propose BlockMaestro, a software-hardware solution that combines command queue reordering, kernel-launch-time static analysis, and runtime hardware support to dynamically identify and resolve thread-block level data dependencies between kernels. Through static analysis of memory access patterns at kernel-launch-time, BlockMaestro can extract inter-kernel thread-block level data dependencies. BlockMaestro also introduces kernel pre-launching to reduce the kernel launch overheads experienced by multiple dependent kernels. Correctness is enforced by dynamically resolving thread-block level data dependency at runtime through hardware support. BlockMaestro achieves an average speedup of 51.76% (up to 2.92x) on data-dependent benchmarks, and requires minimal hardware overhead.

Index Terms—GPGPU, SIMD, Data Dependency, Thread Block Scheduling, Just-in-time

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphics processing units (GPUs) today are computationally powerful, power-hungry, and massively parallel devices, capable of processing applications using thousands of threads at once, taking advantage of its single-instruction, multiple-thread (SIMT) paradigm [2], [3], [6], [21], [31], [36], [37], [44], [52], [55], [57], [58]. As modern workloads grow in size and complexity, GPUs are stressed more than ever before [32], [33], [41]. For example, they are one of the main accelerators behind modern machine learning frameworks [1], [14], [45] where typically every layer is encapsulated in a GPU kernel, and the main accelerator behind future exascale computers [16], [17], [50] where scientific computing applications make heavy use of iterative structured grid computations exhibiting wavefront parallelism [9], [10], [29], with multiple GPUs working together through specialized interconnects [40], [48].

These emerging workloads place significant burden on GPUs. By launching hundreds of kernels over the course of an application’s execution, kernel launch overheads can become significant [13], [20], [27], [39]. These kernels also typically exhibit significant data dependencies between them [4], [10], [26], [30]. For example, layers in CNNs produce data that is consumed in the next layer. In stencil computations, which are common in scientific computing, operations performed on elements are dependent on the state of neighboring elements. These inter-kernel data dependencies are typically enforced in a coarse-grain manner through implicit barrier synchronizations in the form of kernel launches, which can result in stalling of computation that already have satisfied dependencies.

To circumvent these issues, many task-based execution models and runtimes have been proposed [4], [5], [10], [11], [19], [24], [26], [28], [35], [46], [54], [59]. These frameworks require programmers to decompose the application into tasks, and express task dependencies through proprietary programming models (such as AMD AMFI [5], CUDA Graphs [43], OpenMP Tasks [7], etc.), which will then be enforced by the runtime. The main benefit of task-based execution is that (1) kernel launch overhead can be significantly reduced by collectively launching groups of kernels as a whole [5], [43] or by launching a persistent kernel which process tasks that enter its work queue [10]; and (2) dependent tasks can begin executing as soon as their data dependencies are met. However, to gain these benefits, existing GPU applications must be refactored into these proprietary task-based programming models.

In this work, we propose BlockMaestro, which provide the benefits of task-based execution using existing SIMT programming models (such as CUDA or AMD HIP) and avoids the need for heavy code modification. The key insight behind BlockMaestro is that kernel pre-launching and fine-grain inter-kernel data dependency resolution achieves the benefits of task-based execution models. By pre-launching dependent kernels, we are able to mask kernel launch overheads. To enforce correctness, thread blocks (TBs) of pre-launched dependent kernels are not executed until thread block-level data dependencies are resolved. Inter-kernel thread block data dependencies between neighboring kernels (which we denote as parent and child kernels, $K_p$ and $K_c$, respectively) can be represented as bipartite graphs as illustrated in Figure 1. The
entire GPU application can then be represented as a series of these bipartite graphs, collectively representing a task graph. We present a “Thread Blocks as Tasks” tasking paradigm that leverages the SIMT programming model’s property where grids of thread blocks are inherently tasks with explicit input/output through global memory as defined in kernel launch parameters.

Therefore, the key to achieving the benefits of task-based execution is to automatically extract and enforce these bipartite dependency graphs while pre-launching dependent kernels. In short, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose kernel pre-launching in order to mask kernel launch overheads of dependent kernels. In addition, we introduce command queue ordering to increase the opportunity for kernel pre-launching.
- We leverage compiler support to extract inter-kernel data dependency of existing GPU applications without the need for programmer intervention. The well-defined structure of GPU applications provided by the SIMT programming model allows us to extract data dependencies in the form of bipartite dependency graphs.
- We propose solutions to resolve fine-grain data dependencies between inter-kernel thread blocks. This ensures the correctness of pre-launched kernels and enables dependent thread blocks to start executing as soon as their data dependencies are satisfied.

In Section II, we provide background and motivate our work. Section III details BlockMaestro. We will then present the results of our evaluation in Section IV. Relevant contributions in literature are discussed in Section V, and the paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. GPU Execution

**API calls and command queue:** In GPU applications, the host calls a series of API functions to interact with the GPU. Common API calls include kernel launch, memory transfer to/from the host, synchronization, etc. All API calls are sent to a command queue (also known as Stream in CUDA and HIP terminology) for processing. The API calls (also known as Events) are serialized in the command queue with only one event being processed at a time. Therefore, only a single kernel may be executing from a single command queue. To support concurrent execution of independent kernels, kernels can be issued to multiple command queues and it is possible to synchronize kernels across command queues through complex synchronization events.

From the host’s point-of-view, not all API calls are blocking. By default, memory operations, such as memory allocation and transfer to/from the GPU, are synchronous (blocking), and kernel launches are asynchronous (non-blocking). Therefore, when the host launches a GPU kernel, the host can continue to execute code, but it must explicitly synchronize and wait until the GPU kernel has completed before using the kernel’s output. Therefore, the programmer should be aware of any dependencies between the host and the GPU, including read-after-write (RAW), and ensure proper synchronization.

**Compiling GPU programs to assembly:** GPU programs are typically written in high-level languages, such as CUDA, OpenCL, or HIP. During the compilation process, these programs are translated into assembly. For example, HIP is compiled into GCN assembly and CUDA is compiled into PTX, a form of intermediate language (IR), which is then just-in-time (JIT) compiled into kernel-launch-time to SASS assembly. Depending on the target GPU and the language used, there is an offline compilation stage (HIP to GCN, CUDA to PTX) and potentially a second just-in-time compilation stage (PTX to SASS). The just-in-time compilation stage enables further optimization because additional parameters at kernel-launch-time, such as thread block size and grid size, are known and can be further optimized.

**Kernel launch overheads:** Due to the complexity in launching a computation kernel on the GPU, kernel launch overhead is not negligible. Prior works have found that each kernel launch can incur an overhead of $5 - 30 \mu s$ [41], [27]. To make matters worse, many GPU applications are also scaling in complexity and size. For example, modern machine learning frameworks that utilizes GPUs for compute-heavy operations (such as convolution) can incur hundreds of kernel calls as ML models grow. Many workloads also require significant synchronization which are implemented implicitly as kernel calls. Towards this end, many prior works have explored how to reduce kernel launch overheads [13], [20], [27], [39]. (See related works section for details of prior works.)

Another common approach to reduce kernel launch overheads is to port programs in the SIMT programming model into a task-based programming model. Task-based runtimes can avoid kernel launch overheads and dynamically resolve data dependencies between tasks, for example, by using persistent kernels to process tasks in the work queue.

B. Task-based execution model paradigms

Many task-based programming models allow programmers to specify series of operations (tasks) and the dependencies between them. Existing task-based programming models can be categorized broadly as following a “Tasks as Kernels” or “Tasks as Thread Blocks” paradigm. We will detail each
paradigm and discuss the strength and weaknesses of each, and propose a new “Thread Blocks as Tasks” approach.

“Tasks as Kernels”: In this paradigm, tasks in a task graph are mapped to kernels. For example, AMD ATMI [5] and CUDA Graphs [43] allow users to define kernels and the dependencies between them. To alleviate the effects of kernel launch overheads, these frameworks aim to identify common static operation graphs consisting of many kernels and consolidate the kernel launch into a single task graph launch. While these frameworks can lower the overhead from kernel launches, they fail to take advantage of fine-grain data dependencies that exist between kernels. For example, thread blocks in a dependent kernel may be ready to execute due to satisfied dependencies from thread blocks from the kernel before it, but cannot begin execution until their kernel is launched. Therefore, to handle these dependency-stalled thread blocks, finer-grain tasking paradigms are warranted.

“Tasks as Thread Blocks”: A finer-grain approach to task-based execution is to map and execute tasks in a task graph as thread blocks. These task graphs can be defined by the programmer using a variety of task-based programming models [4], [10], [11], [24], [59] which defines tasks and their dependencies. At a high-level, these GPU task-based runtimes resolve dependencies between the tasks and then sends ready tasks to a job queue, where they are processed by a persistent kernel. By using a persistent kernel approach, kernel launch overheads are avoided.

This fine-grain dynamic dependency resolution, along with persistent kernel, can reduce the amount of dependency-stalled tasks waiting for execution. However, there are runtime overheads with task management and require significant programmer effort to map algorithms into new task-based programming models. Specifically, it requires the programmer to have domain-specific knowledge of the algorithm and be able to decompose the steps and express it in the form of a task graph.

“Thread Blocks as Tasks”: The goal of our work is to enable the benefits of task-based execution models with minimal programmer intervention. At the core of every task-based programming model is the ability to define a task graph for execution. Towards this end, we propose a “Thread Blocks as Tasks” paradigm where, instead of programmers defining tasks which are mapped and executed as thread blocks, we extract and derive tasks and task graphs from the existing thread blocks in the SIMT programming model. We leverage the properties of multi-kernel GPU applications in order to build a task graph from a series of bipartite dependency graphs (essentially, a decomposed task graph). To alleviate the overhead of kernel launch overheads, we propose pre-launching kernels before their dependencies are met and relying on dynamic data dependency resolution in hardware to enforce dependencies. This effectively removes the kernel launch overhead from the critical path by masking the kernel launch.

Towards this goal, our main challenges in achieving this new tasking paradigm are: (1) How to identify and extract inter-kernel thread block-level data dependency to derive task graphs? (2) How to reduce kernel launch overheads? and (3) How to dynamically resolve task data dependencies in a lightweight manner?

Task partitioning limitations: In order to remap applications into task-based execution, the problem space must be partitioned into tasks. The tasks can be partitioned either statically based on the algorithmic properties of the workload (for example, pipeline stages in image rendering) or dynamically based on the input data. For example, CUDA Graph can record and capture a static task graph of kernels executing across streams. This operation is time-intensive and, in essence, profiles the workload to create a static graph which executes repeatedly. Static task graphs are not well-suited for workloads which are input-dependent. For example, task graphs structure are based on input sparse matrix for sparse solvers.

Typically, input-dependent task graphs require run-time information in order to partition tasks. Due to this, it is difficult to extract task graphs from existing applications in our proposed framework. Thus, the goal of this work is to demonstrate the ability to extract static fine-grain task graphs, similar to CUDA Graph, in order to provide programmer-transparent task-based execution. We leave the ability to handle input-dependent task graphs for future work.

III. BLOCKMAESTRO

A. Overview

In this section, we present BlockMaestro, which enables programmer-transparent support for the “Thread blocks as Tasks” tasking paradigm on GPUs. BlockMaestro consists of three main components: (1) extracting fine-grain inter-kernel data dependencies from existing GPU applications; (2) kernel pre-launching to mask kernel launch overheads; and (3) dynamic inter-kernel data dependency resolution to ensure correctness of pre-launched kernels. Combined, these techniques allow GPU programs written in existing SIMT programming models to gain the benefits of task-based execution without the overhead of proprietary task-based programming models.

Figure 2 illustrates the operation of BlockMaestro. In this illustrative figure, we show the launching of four kernels, K1 to K4, along with their corresponding thread blocks (labeled 0–2 for K1, 3–6 for K2, 7–8 for K3; blocks omitted for K4). The vertical bars represents each kernel’s launch overhead. Figure 2a shows the execution timeline of the baseline GPU where kernel execution is serialized. In the baseline scenario, inefficiencies exist due to kernel launch overheads and dependency-stalled thread blocks resulting in GPU underutilization. For example, even if K2:5 and K2:6 have already completed, K3:8 cannot start until all of K2 has completed.

To alleviate these issues, task-based runtimes allow programmers to express task execution by dynamically creating tasks and specifying their dependencies. This allows blocks to begin executing whenever dependencies are satisfied and
can avoid kernel launch overheads with persistent kernels. In task-based runtimes, K3:8 would be able to execute immediately once K2:5 and K2:6 have completed. To achieve the same goals, BlockMaestro introduces kernel pre-launching and inter-kernel data dependency resolution to eliminate kernel launch overheads and to enable overlapped execution of thread blocks from dependent kernels, respectively.

Figure 2b illustrates kernel pre-launching in order to hide the overhead of kernel launches. After kernel K1 launches, BlockMaestro will pre-launch kernel K2. In order to enforce correctness and resolve data dependencies between K1 and K2, the thread block scheduler conservatively blocks K2’s execution until all blocks from K1 have completed. While kernel launch overheads are eliminated, dependency stalls and under-utilization of resources can still exist.

To fully achieve the benefits of task-based execution, we further identify thread block-level data dependencies that exist between pairs of dependent kernel (annotated with arrows in the figure) at kernel-launch-time where just-in-time compilation occurs from PTX to SASS. Figure 2c illustrates inter-kernel data dependency resolution which utilizes the thread block-level data dependency information between dependent kernel pairs. These data dependencies are enforced by the thread block scheduler at run-time and are dynamically resolved. This enables any ready thread blocks to begin execution, regardless of which kernel they are running in.

Figure 3 shows the system overview of BlockMaestro. Data dependencies between inter-kernel thread blocks are acquired from just-in-time analysis at kernel launch time when PTX code is compiled to SASS assembly. These dependency graphs are then passed in the thread block scheduler at run-time and are dynamically resolved. BlockMaestro further eliminates kernel launch overhead by enabling the application to pre-launch dependent kernels at the same time, without the need for synchronization. Once the data dependencies of any thread block from the dependent kernel are met, that TB will also be eligible to be issued to the execution units.

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss how BlockMaestro will enable kernel pre-launching and identify, represent, and enforce inter-kernel data dependencies.

B. Identifying Inter-kernel Dependencies

In many task-based runtimes, task dependencies are specified directly by the programmer. Dependencies can be conveyed at high-level task-based programming models such as CUDA Graph [43] or AMD ATMI [5], where programmers define a graph of operations. The key to BlockMaestro providing programmer-transparent support for the “Thread blocks as Task” paradigm is to identify inter-kernel thread block-level data dependencies.

1) Identifying kernel-kernel dependencies:

Data dependencies between kernels occur in data residing in global memory. Due to the SIMT programming model, the inputs and outputs of kernels are well-defined. Every region in global memory used by kernels are allocated with API calls, such as cudaMalloc in CUDA or hipMalloc in HIP. Load and store addresses can be identified through static analysis of the kernel’s PTX or SASS code during the just-in-time compilation phase at kernel launch time.

If a kernel is to read from or write to a region of allocated global memory, the base pointer of the memory allocation must be passed to the kernel launch API. For memory APIs, base pointers are similarly passed. Writes are cudaMemcpy host-to-device operations and reads are device-to-host operations. Therefore, data dependencies between kernels and API calls can be identified within the command queue in a fairly straightforward manner.

Handling arbitrary inter-kernel dependencies: BlockMaestro can support both linear and non-linear patterns; examples of which are shown in Figure 4(a)-(b). When issued, these kernel launch commands would be serialized in the command queue. For example, for the application in Figure 4(b), the kernel launch order would be K1 to K4. With multiple kernels being able to run at a time, it’s possible that kernels can...
correspondingly, to ensure correctness for dependency between threads, we can keep track of dependency information for both kernels (at kernel launch time) to identify read-after-write (RAW) data dependency at the granularity of thread blocks, we can enforce inter-kernel launching (as shown in Figure 2b), it does not realize the full limits dependency tracking required for (b).

To simplify the amount of dependency tracking required, we enforce in-order kernel completion. As shown in Figure 4(c), a child kernel finishes before its parent kernel finishes. This requires each dependent child kernel to keep track of dependencies for arbitrary number of parent kernels. Clearly, this is not scalable to arbitrary inter-kernel dependency patterns.

To identify the range of array indices that each TB will access, we perform the range analysis using (b).

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of PTX static analysis

```plaintext
1: Find all global loads/store instructions in kernel K
2: for all I ∈ instructions do
3:   S = {src(I)}
4:   while S is not empty do
5:     Go to the previous instruction j
6:     if dst(j) ∈ S then
7:       if j is a global load then
8:         END (possible static dependency)
9:       end if
10:      Remove dst(j) from S
11:      if src(j) is in local register (e.g. not immediate) then
12:        Add src(j) to S
13:      end if
14:     end if
15:   end if
16: end while
17: for all t ∈ Threads do
18:   Add address(I) to load and store sets, L_K and S_K
19: end for
20: end for
21: Intersect L_K with S_K to find TB RAW dependencies
```

We perform a backward pass on the CFG representation of the kernel and identify all global loads and stores and track the origins of their source operands (lines 2-22).
Why JIT analysis and not compile-time? This analysis can only be done at kernel-launch-time during just-in-time compilation from PTX to SASS as certain parameters are only known at kernel-launch time. For example, the grid size is dependent on the input data set. Similarly, blockDim (the number of threads in a thread block) and the range of blockIdx (range determined by the grid size) are also known at kernel-launch-time. The value range of these variables are unknown at compile-time (from CUDA to PTX) and therefore value range analysis cannot be performed to identify thread block-level data dependency. Furthermore, conducting this at kernel-launch-time from kernel API calls in the command queue allows us to dynamically create bipartite dependency graphs which can allow us to represent larger task graphs in a decomposed manner.

Limitations and other considerations: In this work, we focus on static memory analysis, i.e., analysis of memory locations that are known before runtime. They can include device variable addresses, immediate values, and kernel parameters. However, we cannot process global accesses that derive from another memory value (such as A[B[i]]), pointer chasing, etc. Such instances are only known at runtime and would require runtime analysis, which is out of scope of this paper.

Note that even if the application makes use of Unified Memory, we can still identify read and write sets through value range analysis. Unified Memory are allocated with cudaMallocManaged, so we know which global memory address range needs to be monitored for RAW dependencies. Within the CUDA kernel, memory access occurs in the same address range needs to be monitored for RAW dependencies. In this work, we focus on static memory analysis, i.e., analysis of memory locations that are known before runtime. They can include device variable addresses, immediate values, and kernel parameters. However, we cannot process global accesses that derive from another memory value (such as A[B[i]]), pointer chasing, etc. Such instances are only known at runtime and would require runtime analysis, which is out of scope of this paper.

Handling blocking APIs: In order to maximize opportunities for kernel pre-launching, we need to be able to have multiple kernel commands in the command queue. However, this scenario can be prevented due to the blocking behavior of certain API calls. In the example shown in Figure 5a, memory operations such as cudaMemcpy and cudaMemcpy are blocking the host. So as kernel K1 is executing, cudaMemcpy can be processed in parallel (CUDA commands which use different hardware engines can be executed in parallel), blocking the host until it completes. The host will have to wait until cudaMemcpy returns before being able to issue cudaMemcpy to the command queue. Depending on the length of K1, this would prevent the opportunity for K1 and K2 to overlap, as K2 may not be called by the host until after K1 completes. Therefore, we need to be able to fill multiple

1Note that we may use stream and command queue interchangeably. CUDA Streams is equivalent to OpenCL command queue and AMD HIP Streams.
kernel commands in the command queues to maximize kernel pre-launching opportunities.

We can overcome this issue by treating certain blocking operations as non-blocking. Since BlockMaestro can resolve dependencies in the hardware, we can shift the burden of implicit synchronization to the hardware. The only API call requiring implicit synchronization to be enforced is when there is a RAW hazard with the host, e.g., a cudaMemcpy call from device to host. Explicit synchronization API calls, such as cudaMemcpy, can also be bypassed as long as no call after it incurs RAW hazard with the host. As long as data is not modified on the host, only in the GPU, we can enforce correctness of implicit synchronization in the GPU.

Note that asynchronous memory APIs are used by programmers when programming with CUDA Streams. If the target application already utilizes CUDA Streams, then the command queue is already filled and is not an issue. BlockMaestro can also seamlessly support pre-launching in CUDA Stream-based application by overlapping kernel launches within the same stream. The only other consideration is to handle cudaMemcpy in a similar manner to cudaMemcpyDevice_Synchronize for API commands within the same stream. While BlockMaestro can generalize to support CUDA Streams, the remainder of the paper focuses on single default stream applications which experience worse kernel launch overheads and under-utilization issues.

**Programmer-transparent API command reordering:** Figure 5b shows the state of the command queue after all the CUDA APIs are called. Commands in the queue are implicitly ordered which can cause orderings that limit the amount of kernel launch hiding. For example, as K1 is launched and executing, we cannot proactively pre-launch K2 as the cudaMemcpy and cudaMemcpy commands must complete first. One potential solution to maximize kernel launch hiding is to identify the true data dependencies between APIs in the command queue and reorder the commands to maximize kernel launch hiding. This is achieved by moving the kernel launches as close as possible. Figure 5c shows such an order that still satisfies the data dependencies between API calls. Kernels can then be launched if memory could be allocated to them. Otherwise, they will have to wait until resource becomes available.

**Enabling multiple kernels to execute from the same command queue:** In the baseline, kernel commands are blocking in the command queue. That is, only one command from a command queue can be running at a time. Therefore, one modification that we require is to let the command queue process multiple kernel commands at once. This feature is already available in NVIDIA Hyper-Q which enables multiple kernel commands from different streams (with our modification, from the same stream). In our experience, we find that enabling the execution of only 2-3 kernels per command queue is sufficient to completely overlap kernel launches.

To enforce correctness and resolve data dependency between two running kernels in the same command queue, we rely on the thread block scheduler to enforce the second dependent kernel to only begin executing after it has detected that the first kernel has completed execution. This way, the second kernel’s launch overhead overlaps with the first kernel’s execution. If the kernels are independent (no data dependency exist between them), then the independent kernel can begin executing right away. Otherwise, data dependencies are enforced by the hardware. Later in this section, we will discuss in detail how the thread block scheduler can enforce inter-kernel data dependencies. Note that all thread blocks in the current kernel can be executed in an out-of-order fashion. However, BlockMaestro enforces the completion of the parent TBs before starting their child TBs from the next kernel.

D. Enforcing Inter-kernel Dependencies

Inter-kernel dependency is enforced using a dependency list representing the bipartite dependency graph. In BlockMaestro, the dependent kernel owns the dependency list. We use this information in the hardware to enforce inter-kernel dependency through the use of a Dependency List Buffer and a Parent Counter Buffer. We will first illustrate in Figure 6 how BlockMaestro uses these structures to enforce dependencies and then detail architectural support. Recall that we only need to keep track of dependencies between consecutive launched kernels. Thus, we illustrate using two kernels and then will discuss how to generalize to support multiple pre-launched kernels.

Let us assume we have a GPU that can execute 4 TBs at once. The dependency list stores the bipartite dependency graph which is indexed by the thread block ID of a parent kernel (K1) and contains a list of dependent child kernel (K2). For example in (a), TB0 of K1 is a dependee of TB0 and TB1 of K2. The parent count table keeps track of how many pending dependencies are outstanding for the child kernel. For example, TB1 of K2 is dependent on two thread blocks in the parent kernel.

The initial state of the example is shown in (a) with K1 launched and K2 pre-launched. K1 is the first kernel, and so it has no dependencies. Thus, the device can start scheduling TBs 0-3 as shown in (b). After TB0 finishes, the remaining TB from K1 starts. At the same time, children of TB0 are read from the dependency list (TB0 and TB1 from K2), and their respective parent counter decrements, making TB0 from K2 ready to execute once there are available resources in the SM. Soon after, TBs 1-3 from K1 also finish, allowing TBs 1 and 2 from K2 to be ready for scheduling (c).

When TB 4 from K1 finishes (d), K1 is marked as complete, K2 is now the designated parent kernel, and we shift our attention to the next pre-launched kernel K3. In (e), we now show the dependency list of K3 which specifies the dependencies in K2 and the parent counts of pending dependencies for K3. As the TBs of K2 continue executing, we follow the same scheme as in parts (b)-(d) where K3 will begin executing (f).

1) Architectural Support:

Figure 7 depicts the proposed supporting hardware for the TB scheduler. When the device receives a kernel from the host, the dependency list and initial parent counters are
To minimize the amount of global memory access, we include a dependency list buffer. Then the entry is read to identify the block’s entry in the dependency list is buffered in the dependent unresolved dependencies.

The parent counter buffer keeps track of child thread blocks’ dependencies of actively executing thread blocks and the thread block scheduler. The dependency list buffer keeps track of dependencies of multiple kernels: This design is easily scalable to support resolving dependencies of multiple running (pre-)launched kernel execution by simply appending bits to the thread block ID to represent the relative kernel IDs. For example, in order to resolve the dependency of 4 kernels, we can append 2 bits to the thread block ID as a kernel identifier. This kernel identifier is incremented whenever a new kernel is launched and wraps around to 0 when saturated. Since we only need to track dependencies between neighboring kernels, the kernel identifier is essentially the least significant 2 bits of the kernel ID.

Scheduling policies: BlockMaestro can support several scheduling policies across kernel TBs. By default, BlockMaestro gives more priority to the TBs in the producing kernel. TBs in the consuming kernel will not be scheduled until all producing kernel’s TBs has been scheduled. It is also possible to give priority to the TBs from the consuming kernel. This will enable more opportunity to concurrently execute dependent kernels and improve utilization by essentially allowing more TBs to “run-ahead”.

Fig. 6. TB scheduling example in BlockMaestro. Inter-kernel thread block-level dependencies are maintained using a dependency list and parent counter.

Fig. 7. Supporting TB scheduler architecture.
Note that these policies does not face any deadlock issues for any producer kernels under synchronization events. For example, the producing kernel can be deadlocked if some TBs are waiting on a barrier but other TBs cannot be scheduled since the consuming kernel is taking up resources and starving the producer kernel. This scenario does not occur since we will never fully starve a producer kernel to the point of deadlock. In the worse case scenario, eventually the consumer kernel TBs will face unmet dependencies which will allow the producer kernel to schedule, thus avoiding any permanent deadlock.

E. Representing and Storing Inter-kernel Dependencies

We utilize a buffer in the TB scheduler to store the dependency list of the parent kernel. To reduce the amount of storage, we can take advantage of the dependency patterns among the kernels themselves to encode them. These patterns are rarely arbitrary, since the code is usually written to globally load and store the data using a large number of threads, e.g., each thread loading a block. Therefore, by analyzing the pattern, the graph can be stored on the device in an encoded fashion, which can greatly reduce the memory usage.

Table I displays the additional memory overhead that BlockMaestro would utilize for a graph with \( N \) parent TBs and \( M \) child TBs on the hardware. Even though it can be more difficult for a random dependency graph, the overhead can be drastically reduced by detecting specific patterns that can usually occur among the kernels (some shown in Figure 8) and using encoding to reduce the requirements. For example, for a fully connected pattern, a single bit is enough to signal the GPU to simply prevent the consuming kernel from running until the producing kernel is finished. For the n-group case, TBs parenting the same child TBs could be encoded to be grouped together in the memory as well, all TBs in the same group referring to one location containing the child TB group, thus \( O(M+N) \). For 1-to-n, every TB from \( K_2 \) (with \( M \) TBs) is mapped to a single parent TB, hence \( O(M) \). In 1-to-n, each parent TB has exclusive child TBs, i.e., no child TB is shared between two parents. In the overlapped pattern, parent TBs can share multiple child TBs. Therefore, the overhead will be \( O(N) \) plus \( O(M) \) times the maximum degree of a child TB. In addition, if the dependency resolution yields little benefits for the execution speedup, e.g., too large a dependency degree, the device can ignore the fine-grained dependency resolution and treat the kernels as if they are fully connected (as it is shown in Figure 12).

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Fully connected</td>
<td>( O(1) ) (( O(MN) ) without encoding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>n-group fully connected</td>
<td>( O(M + N) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>1-to-1 (( M = N ))</td>
<td>( O(N) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>1-to-n</td>
<td>( O(M + N) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>n-to-1</td>
<td>( O(N) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Overlapped</td>
<td>( O(N + M \cdot \text{deg}_\max) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>( O(1) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use a modified version of GPGPU-Sim v3.2.2 [8] as our baseline, with a Titan X Pascal-like configuration with 28 SMs, each able to run up to 32 TBs at once, though BlockMaestro should generalize to any SIMT architecture. Greedy-then-oldest (GTO) warp scheduling policy is used [49]. For kernel launch overhead calculations, we have used the average baseline launch overhead of 5\( \mu s \) from [27]. As shown in Table II, we evaluate against various applications from Rodinia [12], PolyBench [25], SHOC [18], and Tango [34] benchmark suites, which cover a wide-range of multi-kernel applications from different domains.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th># Kernels</th>
<th>P#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3MM [25]</td>
<td>3 Matrix Multiplications</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(2,7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlexNet [34]</td>
<td>AlexNet network</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>(3,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICG [25]</td>
<td>BICG Sub Kernel of BiCGStab Linear Solver</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTD-2D [25]</td>
<td>2D Finite Difference Time Domain</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>(5,7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT [18]</td>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>(3,5,7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAUSSIAN [12]</td>
<td>Gaussian Elimination</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>(4,5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAMSCHM [25]</td>
<td>Gram-Schmidt Decomposition</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>(1,4,5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS [12]</td>
<td>Hotspot</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD [12]</td>
<td>LU Decomposition</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>(3,4,5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVT [25]</td>
<td>Product and Transpose</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW [12]</td>
<td>Needleman-Wunsch</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>(4,5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATH [12]</td>
<td>Path Finder</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. EVALUATION

A. Methodology and benchmarks

We use a modified version of GPGPU-Sim v3.2.2 [8] as our baseline, with a Titan X Pascal-like configuration with 28 SMs, each able to run up to 32 TBs at once, though BlockMaestro should generalize to any SIMT architecture. Greedy-then-oldest (GTO) warp scheduling policy is used [49]. For kernel launch overhead calculations, we have used the average baseline launch overhead of 5\( \mu s \) from [27]. As shown in Table II, we evaluate against various applications from Rodinia [12], PolyBench [25], SHOC [18], and Tango [34] benchmark suites, which cover a wide-range of multi-kernel applications from different domains.
B. Results

**Speedup:** Figure 9 shows the amount of speedup achieved by BlockMaestro with respect to the baseline. For reference, we have included the *ideal baseline* case with no kernel launch overheads (the bar on the right of each stacked bar). *Kernel Pre-launching* uses no synchronization APIs, but enforces the dependency by not allowing any consumer kernel TBs to schedule until all of the producer kernel TBs have completed. In addition, there is *Producer Priority*, which adds the fine-grain dependency resolution and gives scheduling priority to producer kernel’s TBs. We have also included *Consumer Priority* which allows 2, 3, and 4 concurrently running kernels corresponding to 1, 2, and 3 pre-launched kernels, respectively. This consumer priority scheme prioritizes the consumer kernel’s TB for scheduling.

It can be seen that increasing the number of pre-launched kernels can increases the geometric mean speedup to 80.28%. However, we observe diminishing returns with more than 3 pre-launched kernels. This behavior can be best explained by the degree of TB data dependencies that exist between kernels. Workloads that most benefit from more pre-launched kernels require significant number of kernels in an application and with less connected data dependencies. For example, AlexNet has significant fully-connected dependencies while LUD has only 1-to-1/1-to-n/to-1 dependencies which are amenable to TBs running ahead.

Certain applications, such as GAUSSIAN and GRAMSCHM, experience significant speedup from just kernel pre-launching (and no thread block-level dependency resolution). These workloads tend to have large number of kernels, each of which finishes fast. Therefore, kernel launch overhead is the major bottleneck alleviated.

Other benchmarks, such as 3MM, BICG and FDTD, gained most of their benefit from from fine-grain dependency resolution with simple producer priority scheduling. These workloads tend to have data dependencies that are easier to satisfy and captures more benefit with only two kernels active. Sometimes their kernels are independent and able to run in parallel. Therefore more TBs can be ready to execute and advance the application’s progress.

**Utilization:** This increase in utilization can also be seen in Figure 10 which displays the increase in normalized average TB concurrency with respect to the baseline. Workloads which are more compute-intensive with kernels consisting of hundreds or thousands of thread blocks, such as AlexNet, tend to suffer less from the overheads of kernel launches. Therefore, these workloads benefit less from kernel pre-launching alone but still sees an increase in TB concurrency due to fine-grain TB dependency resolution. We still observe that AlexNet achieve speedup of 6.9%. It can be seen that more number of kernels along with simpler dependency patterns can produce more opportunities for overlapped kernel execution and utilizing the resources on the device more efficiently.

**Dependency Stall Distribution:** Figure 11 displays a distribution of the amount of dependency stalling each TB in an application is going through during the execution. Recall that dependency stalled thread blocks are dependent thread blocks that has dependencies that are satisfied but cannot execute yet due to its kernel not yet started. The box plot borders designate the first and third quartiles of the distribution, with the line in the box representing the median. In addition, the values are normalized to each TB’s execution time. For example, a value of 2 for a TB means that that TB has waited for double the amount of time it would spend executing on the GPU. As we can see, BlockMaestro can visibly decrease the amount of dependency stalling for most of the TBs in the applications. However, in some cases where the GPU capacity for TB execution is full, some of the remaining TBs in a dependent kernel will have to wait more than their peers to be run, increasing their stalling, as is shown in the case of AlexNet. Also, note that the two kernels in BICG and MVT can run in parallel in BlockMaestro, hence their dramatic stall reduction. These workloads are also reflective of CUDA...
Sterams benefits since independent kernels that can concurrently execute exists. However, CUDA Streams will not be able to be used with concurrently executing non-independent kernels. These results demonstrate that BlockMaestro can gain the benefit of executing independent concurrent kernels across streams automatically, while also extracting benefits for more complex dependency patterns.

C. Overheads

Inter-connectivity Analysis: In Figure 12, we demonstrate the effect of the degree of dependency that exist between inter-kernel thread blocks and kernel size on the speedup of a microbenchmark based on VectorAdd with two equal-size kernels. In this application, there is a simple 1-to-1 dependency pattern between the two kernels by default. Each line represents the workload size (number of TBs in one kernel). During each workload, we increase each TB’s dependency degree by artificially introducing dependencies between the kernels in the form of an n-group fully connected pattern. For example, a degree of 4 signifies that the first 4 TBs from \( K_1 \) are dependent on the first 4 TBs from \( K_2 \), etc., resulting in a 4-to-1 dependency pattern.

![Fig. 12. Interconnectivity analysis for BlockMaestro. The x-axis shows the size of each TB’s dependency group.](image)

It can be seen that the benefits we can get from dependency resolution begin to quickly deteriorate once the average dependency degree passes a certain threshold, in our case \( \text{deg} = 32 \). After this point, the speedup benefits reflect that of a fully-connected dependency graph.

In addition, the speedup we get even before this threshold decreases as the number of TBs in the kernels grow and ceases to exist by the time the workload size is 2048. With more TBs running in a kernel, the most resources a kernel require and limits the opportunity for pre-launched kernels to run-ahead. We leverage our insights on how the inter-connectivity of the dependency graph to minimize hardware overheads.

Area overhead: BlockMaestro mainly introduces a dependency list buffer and a parent counter buffer. Since the dependency list buffers actively running TBs, we require \( 28 \times 32 = 896 \) entries. We similarly set the number of parent count buffer entries to the same. For each dependency list buffer entry, we choose to store 4 child TBs per entry. We aggressively choose a narrower entry since most workloads can be described by a dependency pattern. Thus, the encoding can derive child TB IDs. For the rarer scenario where we cannot encode, we will utilize the 4 child TBs per entry. If we require a wider entry (as it exist in global memory) we can simply split the wider entry across multiple entries in the dependency list buffer.

Each index into the dependency list buffer and parent counter buffer (representing the TB ID) is 32 bits + 2 bits for kernel identification. Each child TB ID in the dependency list buffer is 32 bits since kernel identification can be computed. Since we see diminishing return with greater levels of inter-connectivity (greater than 64-to-1), we use 6 bits for the parent counter. Anything higher and we conservatively encode to fully connected without much loss to speedup. In total, we require a storage overhead of about 22KB, in addition to control logic.

Memory Request Overhead: Figure 13 shows the impact of BlockMaestro on the memory requests. Buffering the dependent list information from the memory can incur a request overhead in the order of \( O(V) \). As it is seen, BlockMaestro’s average memory request overhead is only about 1.36%.

![Fig. 13. Memory request overhead for BlockMaestro.](image)
Bipartite Dependency Graph Storage Overhead: Table III displays the amount of storage used for the entire run of each application normalized with respect to the case where no encoding is used, i.e., plain storage. As it is observed, the average storage is reduced by 34.7%. (Note that BICG and MVT are excluded here since their kernels are independent and therefore there is no memory storage used for them even without encoding.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3MM</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAMSchM</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Comparative Results

Comparison to Task-based Execution Models and Dynamic Parallelism: Figure 14 showcases a comparison with CUDA Dynamic Parallelism (CDP) [42], a “Tasks as Kernels” execution model, and Wireframe [4], a “Tasks as TBs” execution model. Wireframe requires the programmer to specify task dependencies using a proprietary API and relies on hardware dependency resolution. Essentially, Wireframe represents multi-kernel workloads into a single mega-kernel with tasks mapped to a TB. CDP represents each task as a device-side kernel launch, avoiding much of the overhead of host-side kernel launches. For a direct comparison with prior works, we have used the benchmarks in [4]; six applications with wavefront dependency pattern of 4K tasks. In other words, each kernel has an overlapped dependency pattern with its predecessor, and the number of TBs gradually grows until the middle of the dependency graph, where it starts to decline.

Task Dependency: CUDA Dynamic Parallelism [42] enables device-side kernel launches to support dynamic kernel launches. This amortizes kernel launch overheads and allows tasks to dynamically spawn on the GPU. However, there are significant drawbacks such as limited levels of recursion [4]. Since CUDA 10, CUDA Graphs [43] allows the user to define a dependency graph between different kernels, perform optimizations on the whole graph during its instantiation, and execute it many times. CUDA Graphs can reduce the kernel launch overhead. However, it still does not address the GPU under-utilization during the execution of dependent kernels.

AMD has also added support the expression of dependencies among GPU “task groups” for years [5]. The authors in [46] use an asynchronous task-based paradigm to express three well-known applications as directed acyclic graphs (DAG) [15] on the Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) [23]. In [47], the same authors note the problem of queue oversubscription from parallel tasks, and propose a mechanism to prioritize the critical path in the task graph. In our work, the priority is to finish the TBs from the producer kernel first in a step to potentially add more consumer kernel TBs to the ready TB pool. Adaptive Task Aggregation (ATA) [26] has been proposed as a software solution to reduce the overhead of irregular applications, specifically sparse solvers, through fine-grain task scheduling. The tasks can be assigned to a compute unit even before their parent tasks are complete, hence avoiding the launch overhead.

Task Scheduling: There have been various works on GPU task scheduling. The authors in [4] introduce Wireframe, a hybrid solution for data-dependent workloads which handles TB scheduling in the hardware and eliminates the need for in-kernel synchronizations. However, there is significant programmer burden, and it is designed with single-kernel applications in mind. Juggler [10] employs a software-based
runtime using persistent threads (PT) for single-kernel GPU workloads with data dependencies, trading synchronizations with scheduling through a DAG. The authors in [38] propose overlapped kernel execution through a modified host code paradigm, obtaining the memory access information using compiler-generated profiler kernels and storing them on the GPU’s reference count table a TB scheduler with the goal of maximizing parallelism. In [30], the authors seek to overcome the memory bottleneck in GPU applications by proposing a reuse-aware thread block scheduler to exploit data reuse between the kernels with producer-consumer data dependencies in mind, the majority being dependencies between TBs with the same ID from the two kernels (“self-dependencies”), as well as using work stealing to minimize load imbalance. PAVER [51] presents a hybrid TB scheduling method by measuring data locality among each kernel’s TBs, scheduling them based on a heuristic method to reduce cache thrashing, and performing task stealing to reduce load imbalance towards the end of each kernel. Note that our work does not target load imbalance directly. However, by enabling and managing the scheduling of TBs from an additional kernel, the SMs have more TBs to run, reducing under-utilization.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed BlockMaestro, a software-hardware solution in order to hide the effect of kernel launch overheads as much as possible and manage the execution of thread blocks in a more fine-grained manner by tracking their data dependencies in hardware in order to enforce correctness. Our solution also increases GPU utilization during a GPU kernel execution while incurring a small memory overhead. By using this paradigm, we have observed an average speedup of 51.76% (up to 2.92x) in various applications.
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